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Abstract—Lattice-reduction-aided detection (LRAD) has been
shown to considerably increase the performance of linear
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) detection systems. In
previous work, we introduced Adaptive Lattice Reduction as
a way to exploit channel correlation to yield lattice reductionbased detectors exhibiting considerably reduced complexity. In
this paper, we review Adaptive Lattice Reduction and examine
the performance and complexity of this detection scheme in both
temporally and frequency fading channels. For typical mobile
environments, for example, we demonstrate a complexity reduction approaching 70% on a 4 × 4 system, without compromising
performance.
Index Terms—multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), symbol
detection, lattice reduction (LR).

I. I NTRODUCTION
With increasing sized constellations being used in conjunction with spatial multiplexing Multiple-Input Multiple-Output
(MIMO) systems, the complexity of even polynomial-time
detection methods can be computationally burdensome [1]. In
comparison, linear detection methods increase in complexity
linearly proportional to the constellation size and number
of transmit antennas used. However, basic linear detection
strategies suffer significantly from noise enhancement due to
non-orthogonality of the channel matrix.
Lattice-reduction-aided detection (LRAD) has been identified as a way of improving the performance of linear detection
strategies. LRAD performs lattice reduction (LR) on the
channel matrix to find a more orthogonal set of reduced basis
vectors. The Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovász (LLL) algorithm [2] is
one such lattice reduction algorithm used to find this set. Performance studies suggest that lattice-reduction-aided detection
and derivatives are well suited low complexity solutions when
large constellations are used [1], [3].
In this paper we describe the system setup, give a brief
overview of LRAD and provide a summary of the LLL
algorithm in Sections II, III and IV respectively. We show
in Section V that channel correlation can be exploited to
yield lattice reduction-based detectors exhibiting considerably
reduced complexity. This is achieved via the introduction
of a previously introduced technique [4] we call Adaptive
Lattice Reduction (ALR). We present results in Section VI
which illustrate the extent of this complexity reduction in both
temporally and frequency selective fading channels and finally
conclude in Section VII.

II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND S ETUP
We use the complex-valued Nt transmit and Nr receive
antenna MIMO model:
y = Hx + n.

(1)

The nth transmit antenna is mapped to the constellation set
An with elements drawn from


1+i
, a, b ∈ Z ,
(2)
X = a + ib +
2
the complex shifted integer grid. The complex vector x
of length Nt represents the transmitted symbols where the
element xn ∈ An is the symbol transmitted from the nth
antenna. Some (but not all) constellations can be considered
a subset of X. For example, rectangular constellations such as
QPSK or m-QAM can be considered a subset of X but not
circular constellations such as 8-PSK.
The channel is modelled by H, an Nr by Nt complex-valued
matrix representing the overall channel and has elements
hm,n complex-valued non-dispersive fading coefficients of the
channel between the nth transmit and the mth receive antenna.
Gaussian noise is represented
by the length Nr vector n with

E {|n|} = 0 and E nnH = σ 2 . Finally, y represents the
vector of received symbols of length Nr .
Many works use the real decomposition of the complexvalued MIMO transmission model [5], [6]. Lattice reduction
methods can operate on both real and complex integer lattices
and in particular the LLL algorithm has been extended for
complex lattice reduction [7].
Maximum-likelihood (ML) detection finds the vector of
b which minimises the euclidean distance
symbol estimates x
problem as follows:
b = arg min ky − Hxk2 .
x

(3)

x∈ANt

This problem is NP-hard, and the complexity is exponentially
proportional to the constellation set size and number of
transmit antennas. Various heuristic approaches exist which
approximately solve this problem in less than exponential
time. Some detectors, such as sphere detectors, typically have
complexity subexponentially proportional to the constellation
set size and number of antennas and whilst their complexity is
suitably low for small constellations and low numbers of transmit antennas, their complexity can become considerable as
either increase. Linear detection approaches have complexity
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Prob ab i l ity

proportional to the number of transmit antennas only. Linear
detection approaches use the inverse of the channel to generate
an estimate of the transmitted symbols.
Zero Forcing (ZF) is a linear detection method which estimates x by finding the least squares solution to (1). However,
correlation between the columns of H results in significant
noise enhancement during quantisation of the least squares
solution.
III. L ATTICE R EDUCTION A IDED D ETECTION (LRAD)
The channel matrix H can be considered a generator matrix
for the lattice HXNt of which the received symbols are
elements. As such, MIMO detection can be considered equivalent to the closest lattice point problem. From lattice theory,
methods exist which attempt to reduce noise enhancement.
Lattice basis reduction [8, §2.6.1] does this by finding a
more orthogonal set of basis vectors using the following steps
adapted from [6] and detailed in [9]:
1) Find reduced lattice basis
2) Use pseudoinverse of reduced basis to form estimates
3) Quantise estimates to X
4) Transform result to find transmitted constellation points
The reduced lattice basis is found by optimising the generating
matrix, in this case the channel matrix. Complex integer linear
combinations of the column vectors of H are taken to form
the closer to orthogonal reduced matrix HL which spans the
same set of points HXNt ≡ HL XNt and so
HL = HT or H = HL T−1 ,

(4)

where T is a unimodular matrix with complex integer entries
and det(T) = ±1, therefore T−1 also contains only complex
integer entries.
As in [6], by finding an equivalent and closer to orthogonal
set of the basis vectors, HL , noise enhancement is reduced
when quantisation is performed. Importantly, as T−1 and x
both contain only integer spaced entries, so does T−1 x and
so symbol detection or quantisation is merely rounding to the
grid X.
We can quantitatively measure the orthogonality of a matrix
using metrics such as condition number or orthogonality
defect. As in [10, §4.6.2], we measure the orthogonality defect
of matrices using:
QNt
khk k
δ(H) = k=1
,
(5)
|det(H)|
where hk is the k th column of H, δ(H) ≥ 1 for all H and
δ(H) = 1 if and only if the columns of H are orthogonal.
To assess the impact of lattice redution on orthogonality
defect, we generated 106 randomly chosen H ∈ C4×4 , and
computed the lattice reduced HL . The method used to perform
lattice reduction is detailed in Section IV. The orthogonality
defect was found using (5) before and after lattice reduction.
This gives a quantifiable method to examine the performance
of lattice reduction. The result, as shown in Fig. 1, is a considerable reduction in orthogonality defect. It is this improvement
that reduces noise enhancement in linear detection methods
and reduces the error rate of LRAD based systems.
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Fig. 1. Cumulative density of the orthogonality defect for non-reduced and
reduced basis channel matrices

IV. L ENSTRA -L ENSTRA -L OV ÁSZ (LLL) A LGORITHM
In this section we review the description of a complex LLL
reduction algorithm [7]. We extend this description with the
purpose of bringing context to enhancement that will follow
in Section V. We define:
•

•

•
•
•

Hi as the squared euclidean norm of the orthogonal
vectors produced by the Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalisation
(GSO) of H.
µij as the ratio of the length of the orthogonal projection
of the ith basis onto the j th orthogonal vector and the
length of the j th orthogonal vector.
HiL and Ti represent the values of the reduced basis and
transform after the ith step of the LLL algorithm
Initially, H0L = H and T0 = INt
k is the index of the current column of H being processed
such that 2 ≤ k ≤ Nt

The LLL algorithm then consists of three steps:
1) H and µ are computed using a modified GSO procedure
[11]
2) Size reduction aims to make basis vectors shorter
and more orthogonal by asserting the condition that
|Re(µk,j )| ≤ 0.5 and |Im(µk,j )| ≤ 0.5 for all j < k
3) Basis vectors hk−1 and hk are swapped if some condition is satisfied such that size reduction can be repeated
to make basis vectors shorter
Size reduction and basis vector swapping iterates until the
swapping condition is not satisfied by any pair of hk−1 and hk .
The resultant basis is then said to be reduced. The swapping
condition for LLL reduction, also called the Lovász condition,
is:
Hk < (δ − |µk,k−1 |2 )Hk−1 ,

(6)

where δ with 14 < δ < 1 is a factor selected to achieve a good
quality-complexity trade off [2].
After each swapping step, Hk−1 , Hk and some of the µi,j
values needed to be updated. Techniques can be employed to
minimise the number and frequency of recalculations of H
and µ elements [11].
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H0L = HT

(7)

T can then be used to pre-reduce the next H. Alternatively,
if the initial value T0 is initialised to the previous transform
value TA , the transform produced by the LLL algorithm will
already be T and the explicit multiplication T = TA TB can
be skipped.
Finally, again as (4) holds true after every step of the
LLL algorithm, the algorithm can be terminated after a predetermined maximum number of steps. This is important as it
can be used to constrain the complexity of the algorithm. This
would be particularly relevant for a hardware implementation.
By combining pre-reduction and early termination, the algorithm will progressively move toward the optimum reduced
basis whilst capping the number of iterations performed on
each rendition of H.
VI. R ESULTS
Simulations have shown that progressively updating the
transform matrix by using this pre-reduction technique yields
a significant reduction of the number of steps needed in the
LLL algorithm.
A. Temporally Fading Channels
1) Setup: We reuse the setup from Fig. 1, except this time
make use of a time fading channel. We selected to base our
simulations around specifications similar to that used in mobile
3GPP environments. These parameters are outlined in Table I.
The sampling frequency selected represents the slowest
sampling frequency available in 3GPP systems. This causes
the highest normalised Doppler frequency and as such can be
considered a worst case.

TABLE I
T EMPORAL FADING S IMULATION PARAMETERS
Property
Tx / Rx Antennas
Fading Type
Fading Method
Carrier Frequency
Sampling Frequency
Fading Period

Prob ab i l ity

V. C OMPLEXITY R EDUCTION
Considerable complexity reduction can be achieved in fading channels through the technique we call Adaptive Lattice
Reduction (ALR). In a slowly fading channel, the elements of
H change slowly and are therefore correlated in time. It has
been demonstrated that for these channels the transform matrix
T is constant for several renditions of the channel [4]. As
such, a complexity reduction can be achieved by not directly
recalculating the reduced basis HL every time the channel
varies.
From (4) we can calculate the new reduced basis by simply
multiplying a new H by a previously calculated T. Even if T
is not the optimal basis transform, the reduced basis still spans
the same space as the new H, it is simply not as orthogonal.
Furthermore, as (4) holds true after every step of the LLL
algorithm, further complexity reduction can be achieved by
using a previously calculated T to “pre-reduce” a new H
in order to reduce the number of steps required to compute
the new reduced basis. We can simply pre-reduce a new
H by calculating H0 = HTA , where TA is a previously
calculated basis transform. The aim is that this pre-reduced
basis is already closer to orthogonal and many steps of the
LLL algorithm can be skipped.
To generate the new reduced basis and transform, we
perform lattice reduction on the pre-reduced matrix H0 to
calculate H0L . This procedure calculates a new basis transform
TB such that H0L = (HTA )TB . The two transforms can be
combined to calculate the transform T = TA TB such that
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Fig. 2. Cumulative density of the orthogonality defect for a correlated fading
channel

2) Quality: We varied the maximum Doppler velocity from
1km/h up to the maximum 3GPP Long Term Evolution target
of 350km/h and examined the orthogonality defect of each
channel basis before reduction, after lattice reduction and after
adaptive lattice reduction. As expected, the cumulative density
of the orthogonality defect did not vary as the velocity was
increased. Significantly, neither did that of the reduced and
adaptively reduced channel basis.
Fig. 2 shows that the cumulative density of the orthogonality
defect is indistinguishable between the adaptive and unmodified reduction implementations. This confirms that the quality
of basis are not based on the maximum Doppler velocity, this
is somewhat intuitive as the expectation of each individual
channel basis is not dependant on the introduced correlation.
Therefore, it can be expected that for a given channel model
and channel update frequency, adaptive lattice reduction will
offer equivalent performance at lower complexity.
3) Complexity: In order to perform a complexity comparison, we counted the number of arithmetic operations
performed by the LLL algorithm with complex additions
counting as 2 and complex multiplications as 6 operations.
To provide a fair comparison, we also included the cost of the
pre-reduction matrix multiplication used by adaptive lattice
reduction. The results proved interesting as the complexity
of the adaptive scheme did not increase considerably even
as the maximum Doppler velocity was increased. This is
shown in Table II where the percentage of saved floating point
operations (FLOPS) does not vary considerably, even at the
high velocity of 350km/h.
In order to find the limiting case of the adaptive scheme,
we examined the complexity as the channel update frequency
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TABLE II
C OMPLEXITY COMPARISON BETWEEN ADAPTIVE AND NON - ADAPTIVE
LATTICE REDUCTION AS THE M AXIMUM D OPPLER VELOCITY IS VARIED .
FLOPS
LR
ALR
3442 1087
3444 1089
3436 1092
3446 1103

ML
SLRAD
A!SLRAD

% saved
!2

10

68.4%
68.4%
68.2%
68.0%
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison between adaptive and non-adaptive lattice
reduction at 350 km/h.
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Fig. 3. Complexity comparison between adaptive and non-adaptive lattice
reduction as the number of symbols between channel updates is varied.
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was reduced. This was performed by increasing the number
of received symbols between successive channel updates. This
effectively increases the normalised Doppler frequency as seen
by the channel reduction algorithm. This simulation was run
at the maximum 3GPP target of 350km/h. As can be shown
in Fig. 3, it is not until the channel is updated every 240
symbols that the complexity of the adaptive scheme reaches
that of the non-adaptive scheme. As the error rate deteriorates
significantly before this point, we can conclude that in any
practical detector, adaptive lattice reduction will always offer
significantly lower complexity reduction for equivalent errorrate performance.
4) Performance: In order to compare the error rate performance of adaptive and non-adaptive lattice reduction we chose
to implemented Subspace Lattice Reduction Aided Detection
(SLRAD) [12]. This particular detector was chosen due to
its ability to generate a candidate list suitable for generating
soft information and close to ML performance. We used the
simulation parameters from Table II and measured the bit error
rate performance when QPSK was used for modulation.
The performance of both adaptive and non-adaptive SLRAD
was shown to be very close to the performance of ML
detection, as Fig. 4 illustrates. This confirms our statement
from Section VI-A2 that as adaptive and non-adaptive lattice
reduction generates bases with equivalent distributions of orthogonality defect, the performance of detectors implementing
either method will also be equivalent.
We also examined the performance of SLRAD and ML
detection as the channel update frequency was reduced. As
with Fig. 3 we increased the number of received symbols
between successive channel updates. Fig. 5 shows how the
performance of ML and both SLRAD based implementations
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Fig. 5. Performance comparison between adaptive and non-adaptive lattice
reduction at 350km/h as the number of symbols between channel updates is
varied.

deteriorated as the update frequency was reduced. Notably, the
adaptive scheme matched the performance of the non-adaptive
scheme, again as predicted in Section VI-A2. Furthermore, we
can see that the performance of all three detection methods has
deteriorated significantly when the channel is updated only
every 200 received symbols. This is significantly less than the
point at which the complexity of the adaptive scheme becomes
worse than that of the non-adaptive scheme in Section VI-A3.
B. Multipath (Frequency Selective) Fading Channels
1) Setup: In systems employing Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM), multipath causes correlated
fading across the subcarriers of which modulated symbols
are transmitted and received. We can therefore examine the
performance of Adaptive Lattice Reduction in such channels.
Rather than simulating a full OFDM system, we instead take
the Fourier Transform of the channel impulse response in
order to examine the frequency domain response of differing
multipath channels. As such we implicitly presume that an
appropriately long cyclic prefix has been chosen to avoid both
Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) and Inter-Carrier Interference
(ICI). These parameters are outlined in Table III.
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TABLE III
F REQUENCY S ELECTIVE FADING S IMULATION PARAMETERS
Value
4×4
Tapped Delay Line
Frequency Response
2100 MHz
30.88 MHz
2048
I.I.D. Fading per multipath

4000
F L OPS

Property
Tx / Rx Antennas
Fading Type
Fading Method
Carrier Frequency
Sampling Frequency
Subcarriers / Tones

5000

3000
2000
1000

We chose to use various ITU and COST multipath channel
profiles.
2) Complexity: Using the same approach from Section
VI-A3, we measured the complexity of adaptive and nonadaptive lattice reduction for various multipath channels.
Significantly, there is a reasonable correlation between the
RMS Delay Spread of the channel impulse response and the
complexity of the adaptive scheme, as shown in Table IV.
Significant complexity reduction can be achieved in channels
with a relatively minimal RMS Delay Spread, or in “Rural
Area” (RA) and “Typical Urban” (TU) COST profiles. In
channels with moderate spread, or “Bad Urban” (BU) profiles,
complexity reduction reduces to a moderate level. Finally,
channels with a delay spread over 80 samples, or “Hilly
Terrain” (HT) profiles, sees the adaptive scheme’s complexity
exceed that of the non-adaptive scheme.
We can see the correlation between RMS Delay Spread
and Complexity in Fig. 6. Each of the channel profiles
is represented by a marker for each scheme. As expected
the complexity of non-adaptive lattice reduction is relatively
flat, whereas the complexity of adaptive lattice reduction is
roughly dependant on RMS Delay Spread. This also shows
that channels with a delay spread over 80 samples cause
the adaptive scheme’s complexity to exceed that of the nonadaptive scheme.
TABLE IV
C OMPLEXITY COMPARISON BETWEEN ADAPTIVE AND NON - ADAPTIVE
LATTICE REDUCTION FOR DIFFERENT MULTIPATH CHANNELS .
Channel
Delta
ITU Pedestrian A
COST207 RA6
COST259 RAx
COST207 RA
ITU Vehicular A
COST259 TUx
ITU Pedestrian B
COST207 TU12
COST207 TU12alt
COST207 TU6alt
COST207 TU
COST207 BU
COST207 BU6alt
COST207 BU12
COST207 BU12alt
COST259 HTx
COST207 HT6alt
ITU Vehicular B
COST207 HT12
COST207 HT
COST207 HT12alt

RMS Delay
Spread (Samples)
0
1
3
3
4
11
15
20
31
31
33
33
74
74
76
78
93
121
123
153
155
157

FLOPS
LR
ALR
3497 1085
3424 1233
3449 1247
3449 1250
3444 1287
3440 1767
3439 1643
3433 2033
3443 2114
3448 2121
3438 2265
3448 2268
3425 2680
3439 2697
3436 3013
3441 3028
3445 4371
3443 4109
3439 4314
3455 4258
3446 4126
3441 4278

% saved
69.0%
64.0%
63.8%
63.8%
62.6%
48.6%
52.2%
40.8%
38.6%
38.5%
34.1%
34.2%
21.7%
21.6%
12.3%
12.0%
-26.9%
-19.3%
-25.5%
-23.2%
-19.7%
-24.3%
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Fig. 6. Complexity comparison between adaptive and non-adaptive lattice
reduction for different multipath channels.

VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we have examined the complexity and performance of Adaptive Lattice Reduction in various temporally
and frequency selective fading channels. We have shown that
substantial complexity reduction can generally be achieved by
exploiting the static nature of the LRAD transform matrix in
various fading channels. It has been confirmed through realistic simulations that Adaptive Lattice Reduction can be used
without compromising performance. Adaptive Lattice Reduction has considerable potential for improving the performance
and reducing complexity in future practical implementations
of LRAD based detection schemes for MIMO communication
systems.
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